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1. Night Football and Soccer  

The fun begins at sundown with the Nightball! Bright LED lights illuminate the night. The 

lights glow brighter as you throw the football. Colors may vary. Let us pick for you. Ages 5+. 

 

2. Air Power Soccer Disk Ultra Glow 

 Turns any floor into an air hockey/soccer surface 

 Outer rim safely protects furniture and walls while allowing great rebounding 

 Powerful hover action literally glides on a cushion 

 

3. Frozen Spot-It 

Frozen is a fast-paced party game that challenges players to find matching symbols from Disney’s 

Frozen. Players can spot favorite characters, letters of the alphabet, and more. For two to eight 

players. Ages 3 +. 

 

4. Simon 

Follow Simon’s pattern of lights and sounds if you can. As the game progresses, patterns increase in 

complexity. The LCD counter keeps track of the high sore. Requires three AA batteries, included. 

Ages 7 +. 

 

5. Spirograph 

Created by mechanical engineer, Denys Fisher – the Spirograph, originally a drafting tool, 

was an instant hit in the toy world. It’s been fascinating people ever since its first 

introduction in 1965. Beautiful, intricate designs from the motion of gears around wheels – 

the mathematics and art of it are awe-inspiring. 

 

6. Plushcraft 

Crunchin’ crafts! Create a cuddly plush pillow by matching colored fabric to corresponding 

numbers and then punching the gorgeous sparkling fabric squares into the preformed 

spots. This innovative new way of crafting is easy to do and delivers stunning results. Get 

the girls together for the perfect sleepover activity. Includes over 400 regular and 

sparkling fabric pieces, stylus, Heart Pillow, and stylus. Ages 5 +. 



 

7. Magformers 

Whatever you can imagine you can fashion with Magformers! Squares and triangles are the two 

basic shapes that allow young builders to make houses, towers, spheres and so much more. 

Can’t get your little ones to stop fidgeting in the doctor’s office? Is that travel toy sitting on the 

shelf collecting dust or turning heads in annoyance during your errands? Magformers is quiet 

and entertaining for one or one-hundred minutes! Thirty magnet pieces attract each other and 

kid’s attention. They can build houses, animals, robots or whatever else in their head and waiting to come out. 

Ages 5 +. 

 

8. Snap Circuits 

Make sure you fully support your electronics whiz kid today, because tomorrow 

he/she will be fixing family computers, operating tricky new TV remotes and 

recommending the best new MP3 speaker dock for you to buy. Tech kids will love 

the Snap Circuits 100 Experiments board. All of the easy-snap pieces are color-coded and named to represent real 

electronic parts. Some favorite Snap Circuit experiments include radios, doorbells, flashlights and alarms. Oh snap! 

 

9. Boogie Board 

Ultra sleek, portable, and stylish, the Boogie Board Paperless Tablet uses and LCD screen to 

replicate (with exact precision), the experience of writing with a pencil. Use the stylus to make 

your notes, and when you no longer need them, simply press the “erase” button to clear the 

screen. Includes 8.5-inch Boogie Board, stylus and cleaning cloth. Ages 3+.  

 

 

10. Crazy Aaron’s Thinking Putty 

Crazy Aaron’s Thinking Putty will hide in the tin, but is sure to stand out in your hands! Putties 

range from glow-in-the dark and color changing to magnetic putties and varieties that go from 

transparent to cloudy and back. A perfect stocking stuffer! Ages 3+. Starting at $2.99 

 

11. Sands Alive 

Create sculptures that hold their form and light up under black light with the Sands Al ive! 

Neon Frenzy Set. The included UV black light glasses let children see their fluorescent 

creations glow. Four molds make it simple for children to build castles, fortresses, and more. 

Includes 1.5 pounds of fluorescent Sands Alive!, four castle molds, brick and pebble rollers 

with interchangeable handle, UV black light glasses, and play tray. Ages 6 +. 

http://youtu.be/DQXnbZIiTPs
http://youtu.be/MUl3oT_oMog
http://youtu.be/vsOlOiJm2EI
http://youtu.be/vsOlOiJm2EI


 

12. Squigz 

Suction construction! High-quality silicone-rubber suction cup connectors make this 

creative construction set’s pieces as much fun to pull apart as to put together (great 

incentive to keep going)! Strong connections create a resistance that’s fun to 

overcome, resulting in a rewarding “pop.”  

 

13. Water Speakers 

Multi-colored jets of water dance to volume and beat of the music. Connect to Computers, 

IPhones, IPods, Tablets, Android, Game Players & More. The multi-colored jets of water dance 

to the volume and beat of the music. That added to the 4 multicolored LEDs create an 

incredible light and water show. The speakers stand 9″ tall and create vibrant sound, and are 

compatible with any audio device that has a 3.5mm audio jack connection. They are 

completely light weight and portable. All connection cords included. 

 

14. Wreck This Journal 

For anyone who’s ever had trouble starting, keeping, or finishing a journal or sketchbook comes 

Wreck This Journal, an illustrated book that features a fun collection of prompts, asking readers to 

muster up their best mistake and mess-making abilities and to fill the pages of the book (or destroy 

them). 

 

15. Mini Bop Bags 

Now you can enjoy bog bags anywhere.  At 12″ the Mini Bop Bags are the perfect size for office 

desks, counter, and shelves.  

 

16. Doinkit Darts & Refills 

You twist and contort your face into a rather horrifying grimace to get the perfect aim on that 

dart, so there’s nothing worse than when it bounces right off the board (aside from a close up 

photo of you r struggle). The Doinkit magnetic dart set is made from strong magnets to ensure 

that your dart will make it to its intended location. But remember, Doinkit Darts is made with 

the little one’s safety in mind, so try to share every once in a while. Better yet, invite the whole 

family to play together and revel in the best dart experience you are ever likely to have. Ages 6 

+. 



Lazer Maze / Gravity Maze 

Khet is fun and easy to learn because all the pieces move in the same way. The object of the 

game is to illuminate your opponent’s pharaoh by bouncing your laser beam off the mirrored 

pieces and around the playing field. You can learn how to play in minutes but the intense 

strategic thinking required for this game will keep you playing for hours at a time. 

 

17. NogginStik 

The NogginStik® developmental light-up rattle is baby’s first learning toy.  It might look like a cute 

version of a baby rattle, but it has a powerful agenda.  The NogginStik® was designed to help 

parents, caregiv ers and early intervention therapists begin encouraging early milestones in infants. 

The NogginStik head lights up red, blue and green to stimulate a baby’s eyes and to encourage 

visual tracking.  The base of the NogginStik makes a soft rattle sound to please the ears.  It has an 

easy to hold handle for mastering grasping and fun textures to delight the sense of touch 

 

18. Melting Snowman 

Build your own Melting Snowman and watch him lose his shape! Roll and mold your snowman 

from the soft putty and attach the hat, eyes, nose, scarf, and arms. Then watch as your poor 

snowman slowly melts into a  blob. Includes polymer putty, hat, scarf, googly eyes, carrot nose, 

and stick arms. Ages 5+. 

 

19. Wheel Brightz 

There may be snow on the ground when holiday shopping but that's no reason to not get 

some awesome bike bling!  Wheel Brightz will impress the friends and keep your biker safer 

at the same time! They are affordable, easy to install, and guaranteed to turn heads.  LED 

technology blasts bright beams of light while conserving energy for long battery life. 

 Installs on any bike. Weather resistant and durable. 

 

For more information go to Learning Express Toys, Madison in West Towne Mall (next to Sears) or call 608.833.3322. 


